ABSTRACT

In a world where the revolution is at breakneck speed, the only thing that is important is to provide better solutions to particular problems in current technologies to make life easier for users. POTENT is one of the biggest solutions in Blockchain technology. Enrolled in decentralized finance (Challenge), and on the popular Binance Smart Chain (BSC) blockchain, POTENT offers a purely decentralized wallet, which is similar to Trust Wallet to facilitate cryptocurrency transactions to all blockchain users with low fees very very low transaction rate with high security, easy, fast and decentralized.

One of the things cryptocurrency users are looking for is profit, make money through investments, Potent is a good choice Through our Staking, Farming and many other products users can easily make a profit by betting their coins.

Our greatest solution is to facilitate the exchange of cryptocurrencies with other cryptocurrencies with speed, security and ease. Through our roadmap, we have chosen the development of the decentralized exchange platform (Potent Dex) to facilitate the purchase and sale of cryptocurrencies for all cryptocurrency users. With Potent Dex, users can easily exchange their cryptocurrencies in 100% decentralized security without administrative control and above all with very very low network fees.

To sum up our best solutions for the community, we offer a 100% decentralized secure and easy-to-use wallet to store these cryptocurrencies and perform operations of sending and receiving cryptocurrencies. We offer an easy-to-use decentralized exchange platform for buying and selling cryptocurrencies with very very low fees and finally we offer through Potent Staking and Potent Farming a quick solution to make money with us by fructifying your parts.

Breakdown of our Token Recipients

- 50% Locked
- 30% Circulating Supply
- 5% Staking
- 5% Team Advisor
- 5% Charity and Events
- 3% Development
- 2% Planting Rewards
MISSION

Potent, the more strength towards economy and live a standard life. Crypto and Physical world run hand in hand, make Earth a better place.

VISION

For the financial freedom everyone should grow simultaneously and live a better life. secure your future, - secure tomorrow- invest today.
WHY TO CHOOSE POTENT

STAKING - earn interest from staking with 5% per day

WALLET - use our decentralized wallet app which is 100% SECURE

MERCH - buy our merch (one merch to charity for every 4 merch you buy) or get participate in the event to get free merch

CHARITY - the "POTENT" members will educate the poor about digital world and free merchs for them

ENVIRONMENT - Plant up to 10 trees and get POTENT as rewards

Our sources of income: Fees for transferring cryptocurrencies and tokens from one wallet to another, transaction fees on the Dex, transaction fees linked to our blockchain, Others

We will use 30% of the profit for buying tokens every month
A digital place where buyers and sellers meet one another to transact is called a marketplace. Some marketplaces allow game items. Here at Potent, artistic merchandise, collectibles, and memorabilia will be prioritized since Potent is a platform for local artists.

Sellers will also have the option of selling physical art bundled with their original NFT such as paintings, sculptures, etc. Potent will hold on to the physical art, while it is being sold on the marketplace. Once sold, Potent will handle the shipping to the buyer. This would cost a little bit more, but is still cheaper compared to traditional methods. All physical arts will be insured for both buyers, sellers, and Potent's peace of mind.

**TOKEN**

- **Token Name:** POTENT
- **Symbol:** PTT
- **Decimal:** 18
- **Supply:** 100,000,000
- **Contract:** 0x057AFF3E314e1ca15BED75510df81A20098cE456

Potent is an BEP20 token on the Binance Smart Chain that would fuel the Potent ecosystem. Transactions on the Potent platform such as NFT creation, trading, selling, and buying will be completed using Potent tokens. A very minimal platform fee will be deducted from each successful NFT sale.
Total Supply 100,000,000 PTT

- Locked 50%
- Circulating Supply 30%
- Staking 5%
- Team And Advice 5%
- Development 5%
- Planting Rewards 3%
- Charity And Events 2%
The evolution of technology allows us to say today that blockchain is the future of finance. Several users around the world are interested in cryptocurrencies today, but the major problem is that they are looking for wallets that can allow them to store their cryptocurrencies and tokens securely and fully decentralized. Today there are several decentralized applications that can store their cryptocurrencies or tokens but often are the creation of developers with little experience or who often choose the simple approaches of the system. With your help, we will develop a secure and fast fully decentralized wallet for storing and transferring your cryptocurrencies and tokens. We will also develop a 100% decentralized and very secure exchange which will be the most popular in the world and which will allow you to carry out your cryptocurrency exchange transactions with months of fees without going through a centralized exchanger. Thanks to us and your help we will develop a blockchain where their network costs will be almost zero, with a system that can transfer cryptocurrencies from one wallet to another without an internet connection, with bluetooth and this fully decentralized.
Q1- Project Initiated
Q2- Token Created And ICO Launched
Q3- CMC Listing
Q4- Launch Wallet
Q5- Launch Staking
Q6- Merch
Q7- App Launch
Q8- Charity And Planting Trees
Q9- Launch Farm
Q10- Launch Dex
Q11- Potent Blockchain
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